time:matters cooperates with Germanwings
Customers benefit from even more flexibility and speed

Neu-Isenburg, July 9, 2012: Even more connections, even faster deliveries – effective immediately,
time:matters, the international expert for global Special Speed Logistics, offers its customers numerous
additional flights from Cologne (CGN) and Stuttgart (STR) to several destinations throughout Europe.
This service expansion is based on a network cooperation between time:matters and the Lufthansa
subsidiary Germanwings. The advantage: optimized connections and an increased number of available
direct flights enable customers with urgent sameday shipments to save a significant amount of time.
Franz-Joseph Miller, CEO of time:matters GmbH, explains: “Due to the cooperation with Germanwings,
we are consistently expanding our services and creating positive synergistic effects for our Sameday Air
network. From now on, additional direct flights allow our customers with highly urgent shipments to save
valuable time on even more routes – in some cases even up to four hours. Through the cooperation with
Germanwings we are able to offer a total of 236 additional flights to 33 destinations daily, which makes
our network even more attractive to our customers.”

time:matters GmbH:
The expert for Special Speed Logistics offers each of its clients customized logistics solutions for particularly urgent
or complex special logistics assignments, enabling worldwide delivery within just a few hours. The Special Speed
Solutions provided by time:matters worldwide are based on high-speed and reliable transport by air, rail and road, as
well as a tight international network consisting of more than 500 exclusive transportation partners. time:matters
generally has access to all available airlines and can therefore utilize a wide range of flight routes: over 3,000 flights
per day, to some 500 destinations in 90 countries. time:matters operates its own courier terminal for express and
courier shipments at Frankfurt Airport.
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